NEW THEATER FOR UNIVERSITY
Organizations Cooperate to Give Each Play One

RUSH

GAME TODAY WILL BE CALLED BY THE CLOCK

Today baseball game between Iowa and Bradley begins at 4:10 this afternoon. It will be played under the new, experimental, one-hour clock system announced by the NCAA, acting and president of the conference.

The clock system has a definite appeal to the fans and is being used with great success by the three clubs that have tried it so far. The University of Chicago, Iowa and Bradley will become the fourth team to use the clock system. The conference president said it was introduced by the University of Chicago in 1920, and adopted by the NCAA last year. The clock system will be used by all teams in the league next season.

The clock system is designed to speed up the game and make it more exciting. The clock is set at 20 minutes for each half of the game, and the teams have a certain amount of time to make plays. If a team fails to make a play within the time limit, the other team is awarded a run. The clock is stopped for fielding changes, and at the end of each inning.

THE TWELVE WOMEN TOLD OF ELECTION TO STAFF AND LAST MONTH

Jean Spiers of Beloit

Marcia AdAMS of Des Moines

Virginia Boyd of Dubuque

Margaret A. Brady of Fort Dodge

Lucille Everett of Iowa Falls

Nominated and Elected by

The University Players, Gamma Epsilon Circle, and the Point system in women's athletics, and of the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. The club was organized about two years ago for the purpose of giving aid to students who wish to enter the study of law and to promote the interest in the profession. The club is open to both men and women, and is affiliated with the national Delta Theta Phi, national law fraternity, which is one of the largest and most influential law fraternities in the United States.

The club will meet on Thursday evenings at 8 o'clock in the University Hall of Law, and is open to all students of law. Membership is by invitation only, and is restricted to those who have shown ability in the study of law.

The club has a library of about 500 volumes, and a small law library is maintained in the hall. The library is open to members of the club, and is used for study and research.

The club has a constitution and by-laws, and is governed by a board of directors, consisting of the officers, faculty, and students. The officers are chosen by the members, and the board of directors is elected by the faculty. The club is supported by the members, and receives no financial assistance from the University.

The club has a panel of judges, consisting of the faculty, and is open to all students of law. The judges are chosen by the faculty, and are responsible for the conduct of the club. The judges are also responsible for the publication of the club's journal, the "Delta Theta Phi Review.

The club has a record of success, and has produced many distinguished lawyers and judges. The club has a distinguished record, and is one of the oldest and most respected law fraternities in the United States.
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PLAYS WERE FIRST FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE

By M. A. R.

The dramatization of "Joes" and "Le Malade Imaginaire" by students of the Romance languages department Wednesday at the Englert Theatre was inauspicious in so far as it was the first public production of drama in foreign language by the students of the University.

What an audience as a whole is unfamiliar with the language spoken by the players it automatically looks to superior acting, novel music effects and pleasing costumes for satisfaction.

The play "Joes" showed possibilities of a good dramatic production had the actors sufficiently trained beyond the mastering of the foreign lines. Venne Sharpes in the title role acted his part well as an amateur performer. Malvo Traddle as Teresa did a difficult piece of acting well. Esther E. Butler as Elena made an affable heroine. Mercedith Barret as Lido, the half-witted boy succeeded in adding some degree of atmosphere to the second act. In the French play, Earl Wells effectively played "Le Malade Imaginaire." He was ably supported by Jesse Jones as the vivacious'servant girl, Violette. The action for the play was quick and was interspersed throughout with comic and ludicrous play.

The unity of the production was marred by the vocal trio and by the introduction of the eight ballet dancers who were artistically costumed but failed collectively to follow the rhythm of their dance.

The costumes of the French play were exquisite and succeeded in lending some degree of atmosphere to the production.

The solo dancing and instrumental music which forms the interludes of the performance would have been overshadowed by the orchestra as the most pleasant feature of the program had they not prolonged the evening program recently.

ENROLL FOR LIBRARY WORK

Summer School for Library Trainees

Applications for enrollment in the summer school for library trainees are coming in daily, according to Jane R. Roberts, librarian, who is resident director of the school. "So far we have applications from Kentucky, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota and Iowa," she said.

The library school will be held the first six weeks of the summer ses-

O YOU GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL, CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES FOR THE FUTURE

U. HI STUDENTS

Take a Tip from Old Hawkeyes

If you want the best meals, the finest candies, the most enjoyable fountain dishes—Get them at

REITCH'S

"The shop with the campus spirit"

The Store of Individual Styles

Lundberg & Seidenbecker, Inc.

Successors to D. K. Lundberg & Co.

Model

Brander

in si.

Complete

Range

The New Net

Brimms

are Here

Hosts of Crisp Summer Frocks

Now is the time to buy Tuh Frocks. The season is just beginning. Every woman wants to start out in frocks stamped with a fresh new "this year's" look. Stools are complete, variety great, and prices moderate. Smart dotted Swisses, Voiles and Organzie form one lovely group, while Linen Batine and Gingham Frocks form another.

It is a good time to plan for one's entire summer wardrobe.

Prices range from $4.95 to $35.00

Summer Hats in a Gay Mood

Hats for your gingham frocks, Hats for sports, a new street hats, and Hats for Frilly Frivolous summer things. All tyfes, all colors, a galaxy of sprightly trimmings and smart effects.

It is indeed the time of times to investigate our display of Summer Hats. Priced from—

$3.75 to $16.95
For Graduation

New dresses in Georgette, Crepe de Chine, Voiles and Organadies, also new street dresses in Organdie, Voiles and Gingham at popular prices.

FASHION SHOP
110 Clinton St. Margaret Cash

Corset Sale
Sample line of GOODWIN Corsets on sale—1-1/4 and 1-2 off.

Haezeler & Zimmerman
Experienced Fitters
210 E. Washington St.

P R I C E S T H A T W I N F R I E N D S
V A L U E S T H A T H O L D T H E M

IN WHITE FABRIC
WHITE KID
NEW AUTUMN BROWN
NUBIA BROWN

COMBINATIONS OF
REINSKIN AND KID
AND NU-BUCK
PRICED AS LOW
AS $2.75 AND
UP TO
$10.00

A Faculty Member—
recently said, while in one of our cigar stores,
"Things have certainly changed since I was a boy."

"How is that?" queried the attending clerk.
"Well, when I was a boy—The cigar store was a dark, dingy hole—men went there to chew their tobacco and spit at the sawdust boxes that were scattered here and there on the floor.

The ceilings were usually covered with paper streamers of some kind that had long since turned black with smoke and on the walls hung several trashy pictures. Fred Ra-

cine has surely changed this with his light, airy stores—all there is left of the cigar store of yesterday is the name."

Racine's Cigar Stores
Fountains and Billiard Halls in connection
One Two Three Four
THE LISTENING POST

About the only thing that Love has been doing the last two days is the mopping of floors. It may take a little nerve to appear in a new shoe in such a manner but it is a lot easier for me now that my shoe has dried.

There is no escape from the right or left speaker at the University. I am to wear a pair of shoes for the necessity of wanting last year's, the old pair having been moved to my new one.

The last straw but we purchased new shoes and were told to be sure to have some sand in the big toe. I am told that the possibility of a hat is being considered.

The name language department should not be confused for keeping the audience of the French and Spanish classes. It plays out after 12 o'clock.

The service men are being told to set a proper, present ear.

Precedent is what the Varsity baseball team seems to need. It would be nice to set a couple of Presidents in the Indiana series.

"I was being shot," wrote Frank E. Lawyer last week to the medical men. He decided to die of pneumonia because he was a large man and deserved being shot.

You know, of course, that shooting a small man at no longer an interesting sport. When the man is to dry the pen of any editor today, he simply orders the work to be done at any political job . . . whatever the possibilities of a hat; there are thousands of shoes right here in the middle of the country.

The American housewife is holding goals. The gurus just freed 590 professionals with M. V. Q.

ARE WE COMMERCIALIZING OUR COLUMN?

To the Editor:

In Thursday morning's issue of the Daily Iowan, appeared an article by M. W. accepting the honors of the Iowa Memorial Union of forgetting the "commercialism" and the "commercialism does not amount to anything." It was so suggested that they had failed to do the support of service men and labor organizations because they were not "thought" to be their efforts to build a fitting memorial.

What would prompt the students of our University who will not sit down before the building is a reality, to devote their time to so worthy a cause unless the desire to do so? It is our duty to do our All efforts to help build a fitting memorial, and we are asking our students to do their part. Who will help us build a fitting memorial?

Theicides and the official's shoes are clean in small doses. The busy student could do with a little less. The true and important facts can be picked up by the shoe, but the daily reader and the book reader and the newspaper and this thickness. And it is desirable also as there are students who probably cling to the old illusion that they are too busy just now to do any reading but one with the others get more time. What kind of a monument is fitting? Must we build a great statue, portraying the high ideals of the men and women of the world? Shall we have a "thought" to be their efforts to build a fitting memorial? Who will help us build a fitting memorial?

For Killian's, after all, is the store where you find the quality and conditions that a great occasion calls for. It is an excellent company, in whatever you care to buy or not.
AHEA PRAESS HAVE

HORIA'S

(Continued from page 4)

premiere hit in Illinois and Iowa. But Donnell of Menasha, Win-ona and Densilgh of Grinnell do not seem to he as strong as their field, and may need McMillen out completely. But two, either Eklund or Frentress of Ames may elect to run both the mile and the two-mile and may get away with the trick. It is possible that Ames may have an extra man ready, or, if he does, he may have a mis¬take early may, eliminate the obvious favorites that we know will break into the point column. The two, however, the half, gives one a chance to hope for a 31 in the mile.

This is hardly true in the two-mile, where there are eight men for Ames and two points for Iowa. Bath and Frentress are in a class by them¬selves, while Petersen looks better than any of the Iowa men. In the mile, however, Ames has done better than anyone else in the state this spring. Only one man, Patterson of Drake, has made a good record in past years, and he has not been a good competitor. Petersen of Cornell is the only man who has a chance to win the event.

The records of Iowa are as follow:

Petersen, Cornell—1:51:30.8

Patterson, Drake—1:51:38.6

3. Donnell, Winona—1:52:15.4


5. Eklund, Menasha—1:53:00.4

6. McMillen, Grinnell—1:53:15.2

7. McMillen, Grinnell—1:53:30.3

8. Frentress, Ames—1:53:50.9

The records of Ames are as follow:

Donnell, Winona—1:51:56.0

Patterson, Drake—1:52:24.8

3. Frentress, Ames—1:52:40.6

4. Eklund, Menasha—1:53:05.2

5. McMillen, Grinnell—1:53:20.1

6. McMillen, Grinnell—1:53:35.9

7. Frentress, Ames—1:53:55.5


in the mile, and the two-mile, and may get away with the trick. It is possible that Ames may have an extra man ready, or, if he does, he may have a mistake early may, eliminate the obvious favorites that we know will break into the point column. The two, however, the half, gives one a chance to hope for a 31 in the mile. 
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HERRINGBONE

SUITS

Saturday

We have arranged a special lot of new Herringbone Suits. These are $60 values. For Saturday at—

$37.50

HOT WEATHER SUITS

Palm Beach; Coolcloth and Gabardines, $12.85, $16.45 to $34.85. Athletic Union Suits

77c - $1.27 - $1.39

Silk Shirts

Crepes, Jersey; Broadcloth

$4.69 - $6.95

Neckwear

59c to $1.39

SDAW STRAW

HATS

Saturday

May 21, '21

SAILOR STRAWS

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00

PANAMAS

$5.00 $6.00 $7.00

TOYOS STRAWS

$3.00 $4.00 $5.00

15% Discount

ON ALL STRAW HATS INCLUDING THE FAMOUS KNOX STRAWS

KNOX AND SIEGEL CAPS

$1.97 $2.25 $2.95

Dress Shirts

95c to $2.69

VARSITY DANCE

Saturday, May 21

Dancing 8:30-11:45

Co. "A" Armory

VARSITY ORCHESTRA

SATURDAY EVENING

SUNDAY EVENING

Saturday, May 21

Dancing 8:30-11:45
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Students may look by booking chance.
CLASSES WILL GO INTO CAMP

Mona Tins and Map Making Will Figure Largely in Geologi-
cal Study in Field Courses Held in Black Hills, Baraboo, and in Northern Iowa—Run Both Terms

An opportunity to study the universe

body of water about a mile and a room for conferences and work on ious interpretations ugg

1 • 1

I!

II
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-76x717 to naturalists generally. topography and drainage exist be-

-77x772 highest points for many miles around. pecially favorable because

-77x782 quartzite ranges. The region, which consin.

-78x793 conducted by Mrs. Wentworth. sedimentary rocks with their prob-

-79x826 between the north and south Baraboo located the famous Dells of the Wis-

-80x836 course at Baraboo will be con-

-89x1090 the open

-93x1145 studying the univer-

-95x1156 tor

-98x793 the Baraboo River, and lies short distance north of the region are

-108x1134 hands above the surface of the becomes familiar not alone

-108x1145 The ' niess-tent serves for din-

-110x1177 300 feet above the surface of the

-111x1189 are

-112x1190 the district flows the Wisconsin Riv-

-114x1200 this lake is the natural. cen-

-115x1100 courses are given during both terms.

-116x1112 will be

-118x1134 Iowa,

-120x1211 book wi.th

-1254 Courses

-1254 'Held in Black

-1254 Hill, Baraboo, Wisconsin.

-1277 Hands and Map Making Will Figure Largely in

-1288 Courses

-1288 included in the

-1328 CAMP

-1328 Baraboo,

-1343 J.

-1358 JEWELERS

-1379 Gifts That Last

-1394 For Commencement Gifts

-1406 Fashion dictates a

-1414 WRIST WATCH

-1424 J. Hands & Son

-1439 A Beautiful Showing of New

-1449 Tub Dresses

-1459 You couldn't buy Tub Dresses at a bet-

-1469 better time than right now. There is a

-1479 whole season ahead in which to wear them, and the prices are so attractive you

-1489 just naturally think of two Dresses where you used to think of one.

-1499 Come down early today. Mornings

-1509 are always more satisfactory for shop-

-1529 and you are certain to have better and more complete selection then.

-1539 Featured are Dresses of

-1549 Swiss, ranging in price from

-1599 $11.00 to $25.00

-1609 Voile, ranging in price

-1619 $4.95 to $25.00

-1629 Organdie, ranging in price

-1639 $10.00 to $29.50

-1649 Linen, ranging in price

-1659 $12.75 to $25.00

-1669 Gingham, ranging in price

-1679 $3.95 to $25.00
New Fiction On Shelf

On Secret Service," by Jeff is in the University Library.

Within American fiction will be found the collection of books in the new book shelf at the University Library this week. One of the most interesting of the fiction books is "On Secret Service" by William Nelson. It contains accounts of a series of detective episodes based on actual cases handled by the United States secret service. Other interesting books by American authors are as follows:

"Fair and Gloves of new Mexico," by Horace Becher Browne.
"Reveling the Earth," by James L. Hillyer.
"Miss Lula Beete," by Zona Gale.
"Heart of man and other stories," by George Edward Woodberry in three volumes.

A number of books dealing with Spain are on the new shelf some of which are as follows:

Among the other books dealing with many subjects are the following:
"The Pauper Journal," by John Ward
"Poems," by Archibald French.

The Engineers' Home

A little meet to Oregon

The rifle team of the engineering unit last the telegraphic match with the Denver agricultural college by a score of 473 to 460. The scores were made by the teams as follows:
Oregon-Quackenbush 27, Olson !1, Craft 99, Welsh 92, Stiver 96, total 460.

Classes Will Go Into Summer Camps

(Continued from page 6)

Courses are being taken by the United States students who take the field course in Northern Iowa must be deposited with the instructor by June 1 and the remaining $10 on arrival at Baraboo. In the event of experience of recent years, it is expected that there may be a small refund from the $80 deposited. For further information in regard to equipment, time and place of meeting, and for approval of the instructor, address: Chester K. Wentworth, U. S. Science Hall, Iowa City, Iowa.

The Black Hills field course will be conducted from June 14 to August 10 by Professor Joseph J. Bonner, who will be accompanied by Mrs. Bonner.

The field course in Northern Iowa given in August by Professor Thomas is planned for each student as is required to take up independent problems involving areal geology, stratigraphy, and paleontology. Notes and materials collected are made the basis for a complete laboratory and office study during the following academic year. Iowa is rich in opportunities for this field work, and studies leading toward dissertations for advanced degrees are varied and exceptionally interesting and profitable. Admission is limited to five or six specially qualified students and only by permission of the instructor. Students who take the field course must agree to conduct their study in residence during the following year. Address Professor A. Thomas, Iowa City, Iowa.

The Last 4 Big Athletic Events

BASEBALL

To-Day and To-Morrow Indiana vs. Iowa

Monday, May 23
Michigan vs. Iowa

Friday, May 27
Northwestern vs. Iowa

Game Today 4 p. m. --- Game Tomorrow 3:30 p. m.
Judgment Demands a Franchere
SUIT

These suits have been styled and tailored to meet the needs of both the ultra-smart young dressers and those of more conservative inclinations. Single and double breasted, one, two and three-buttoned suits of all wool fabrics and the always popular hard-wearing Worsted. The pick of the makers’ patterns are here for you to choose from. Mr. Man, you don’t have to go one step farther than Franchere’s to get just what you want at the price you want to pay. Come in today or Saturday and let us show you some of the best values you have seen in a long time.

Adler-Rochester, Kirschbaum and National Student
SUITs
For Young Men and Men Who Aim to Stay Young

$18 $25 $30
and up to $55.00

The Fair
Franchere’s
First Avenue
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
The School
Jan. 7—Lansing True
Jan. 14—C. C. M.
Jan. 21—West Liberty
Jan. 28—Edinburg
Feb. 1—Kanawha
Feb. 8—Lone Tree
Feb. 15—Edinburg
Feb. 22—West Liberty
Mar. 1—C. C. M.
Mar. 8—St. Mary's
Mar. 15—Adair
Mar. 22—St. Mary’s
Mar. 29—Total points for the season
Apr. 7, 7, 7—T. T. S. 7-1.

Basketball Team Wins and Loses Seven Games in Hard Series

The schedule of the basketball team for the current year was decided on last year as the season was to be extended because many of the city are to hold a team of the best basketball players. The high school had twenty players, all of whom were considerably larger than U. H. L.

There were many boys available this year, and there was keen competition for the various positions. Many of the young men tried out and were drafted for the team, but the final list of twenty was selected after much discussion.

The schedule for the season was as follows:

JANUARY


FEBRUARY


MARCH


APRIL


Top row, left to right—Homer White, Russ West, Russell Houston, Anna Hurrick, Gertrude Marphy, Edith Thomas, May Dukin.

Middle row—Ralph Wentz, Ken Trae Tan, Orvetta Winter, Millie Thomsen, Sophie Simpson, Rachel Fowler, Art Fenton, Ada Knap.


Top row, left to right—Homer White, Russ West, Russell Houston, Anna Hurrick, Gertrude Marphy, Edith Thomas, May Dukin.

Middle row—Ralph Wentz, Ken Trae Tan, Orvetta Winter, Millie Thomsen, Sophie Simpson, Rachel Fowler, Art Fenton, Ada Knap.


MAY STUDY IN SUMMER

H. W. Will Offer Number of Courses During Nine Weeks' Session

University High School will hold a summer session of nine weeks, open from June 5th and ending August 10th. There are many old courses offered in addition to the new courses which will be added to the regular course. The students will have a chance to take courses which they did not have time for during the regular year.

The school will offer courses in English, History, Mathematics, Science, Art, Music, Business, and Shop. Each course will be offered for a certain number of weeks and each student can take as many or as few courses as he wishes.

LACK OF MEN GRID DRAWBACK

Only Twelve Men Reported for Football but Went Through the Season

Considering the fact that there were so few football men in school this year, the team did very creditable work. After the successful outcome of the football team of 1910, great stores were expected in 1911, but with only twelve men reporting for practice at the beginning of the season, hope dwindled and a successful team was out of the question. There were several football men who were ineligible for one cause or another, and the number of men was only a few of the making of a successful team.

This handful of men desires a real treat of Gridiron and the University High is sure to have a baseball team this year. A city league has been organized, and the high schools of the city are to try to supply a schedule of games. There are also grade schools and Junior High schools. At present our Junior High has had one and won one game. St. Mary's defeated them 9 to 7, which they defeated St. Pat's 4 to 3 in an extra-laying game. In the latter game, Barley, pitcher for the Junior High, struck out six men and walked four, besides getting two hits himself. Morton Koser also hit well.

The High School League begins May 17. Kester will probably be the mainstay in the box and also in the line up. While, Rude, Phillips, Chad, Jones, O. Thomas, H. Thomas, Bowers, and Berkey will probably be in the line up. The schedule follows:

May 3—City High vs. St. Pat's, City Park.
May 10—City High vs. H. H. S., vs. St. Mary’s, West Side.
May 17—City High vs. St. Mary’s, City Park.
May 24—City High vs. H. H. S., City Park; and St. Mary’s vs. St. Pat's, West Side.

DRAWS ENTHUSIASM

Junior Class Will Entertain Seniors at Home in May

The Junior class will entertain the seniors at the Pagoda Tea. About eighty guests will attend.

TO GIVE BANQUET

Junior Class Will Entertain Seniors at Home in May

The Junior class will entertain the seniors at the Pagoda Tea. About eighty guests will attend.

TEAM PROGRAM

Tennis Tournament—Robert Charley
The Tennis—Harry Engle
Air Pitches—Anna Hurrick
The Final—Mr. Miller
Joy Beck—Miss Larchen
The Lighting—Dr. Kirby.

Menu

Breakfast

Breaded Veal Waffles

Mashed Potatoes

Ice Cream

French Fruti Pie

Pine

Coffee

Julie Rolls

Cucumber Salad

Following the dinner the guests will attend a dance at the Waterloo School. Under the direction of Miss Gray, art instructor, theJunior have arranged a fancy Mirror room for the occasion. No set color scheme has been carried out but the room has been transformed by a mass of color and a wealth of novel ideas in decoration.
Courses in Seventh Grade Geography Arranged to Give Pupils a Broader Viewpoint—Have Three Texts

This year a new course was introduced in seventh grade geography, the purpose being to attempt such a course as would insure that the pupils be vitally interested. The traditional course for this study was ignored and an effort made to arrange a course which would fit the thought and life of seventh grade students.

Our first thought was that a little study of many countries and not much about any was conducive to lack of interest. So as a beginning we decided to confine ourselves to not more than four countries—Japan, India, China and the Philippines—and to make an intensive study of them. Then it was thought well to have the students do their studying from many texts, insure a broad viewpoint. Copies of these different texts were ordered and placed in the hands of the students. In addition to these texts many magazines were used, some of these furnished by the pupils themselves. The plan has worked beautifully. In addition to ascertaining the more obvious facts in connection with each country, locations, cities, population, etc., the pupils became interested enough to make, in many cases, a thorough investigation into the life of the people in each country, their mode of living, clothing, housing, food, etc.; and to write reports of their investigations which would do credit to pupils much older than they. Japan was taken as the first country to be studied. After the general facts, as mentioned above, had been disposed of, each student was asked to spend his time on those portions of the study which most appealed to him. The girls were of course rather interested in the life of the Japanese girls, the home life of the people. The boys did some excellent work with the industrial end of the subject. The study of Japan was taken up under the problem of Japanese immigration into the United States. This problem was then studied under minor problems which grew naturally out of the larger one. India was taken up in much the same way. The fact that at the time this idea to press we are just getting into China shows the wisdom of our not planning to handle more than four countries. As a matter of fact, we will be able to cover three.

Much room for individual work was allowed. Clippings from current papers and magazines are brought in often, and arouse much interest.

It is not beyond reason to expect to make a geography course interesting for seventh graders, though it seems that most pupils of this grade have no hesitation in saying that they hate geography. A little room for individual work, a chance to work out a project, an abundance of detail, and sufficient amount of material so that all may be busy at all times, will do wonders toward solving this hideous difficult problem.

VARIETY SOUGHT

For Graduation
You should have

A Real Tailored Suit

Any Fabric Imaginable
Any Style You Desire

Prices actually less than "Ready-mades"

Peterson's

By City Hall

Why not have lots of dainty Lingerie?

Hoffelder Bros.
FINE PRINTING AND ENGRAVING AT REASONABLE PRICES...

Wedding Invitations and Announcements
Dance Programs
Toast Programs
Letter Heads - Envelopes
Attractive Two-Color Window Cards
Calling Cards - Shipping Tags Etc., Etc.

COMPETENT WORKMEN

PHONE 149

The Home of The Daily Iowan

IOWA PRINTING CO.
111-115 SO. CLINTON ST.
THE YEAR ON STAGE

THE SENIOR SUCCESS

The class of 1921 succeeded in putting on one of the most entertaining plays that has been given this year. In spite of impending showers the Little Theatre was filled on the nights of May 18th and 19th when "All-of-a-Sudden Peggy" was presented.

Mrs. Colquhoun as Mrs. Crackenthrope, a society woman, made a brilliant success for a short time she was on the stage.

The renowned scientist, who made an excellent performance, was played by Miss Latchem, and Miss Tally, also played his part excellently well. Mrs. Crackenthrope well fitted the part of the haughty Lady Crackenthrope, or more personally, "Charlotte," Jimmie Keppel, the hero, we do not fault for falling in love with Peggy, or in short, Miss O’Mara for being captivated by the good looking Jimmie, who played his role with the seriousness and fine interpretation.

The actress’s sister, Millie, is also a key element if we consider good books and acting. John Johns, as Jack Menzie, made a dashing young friend. It will be long before we forget the utterer of that exclamation: "Oh, Jack it all, my dear fellow." Major Phillips, alias Charles Chapel, ranked former conspirator, disguised as a beggar. Harry Craig, alias Charles Chapel, ranked as a beggar. Major Phillips, alias Charles Chapel, ranked as a beggar.

The play given in Latin "Blue Beards" was given for the assembly by the French class.

Bette Blust (Blushing) Robert King Main, as Smeralda (His wife)

The Consequence of Suddenness

Act II. The house of Peggy. Action takes place in Lord Crackenthrope’s drawing room.

Act III. The Consequence of Suddenness. Action takes place in France.

Jimmie’s flat in London.


Second row—Selden Ashleif (3), sighted Sander (3), Helen Rose (3), Harold Searle (3), Ruth Sipner (3), Lawrence Harrison (9), Clara Vanoumer (9), Anna O’Hearn (9).

Third row—Dorthea Starbook (9), Alice West (7), Paul Carr (7), John Vaughs (9), Bill Baldwin (7), Gaye Hower (7), Rosemary Sawgras (9), Richard Eminson (9), Gertrude Goldsmith (7).

Fourth row—Dorotha Starbook (9), Alice West (7), Paul Carr (7), John Vaughs (9), Bill Baldwin (7), Gaye Hower (7), Rosemary Sawgras (9), Richard Eminson (9), Gertrude Goldsmith (7).

In spite of impending showers the Little Theatre was filled on the night’s plays that has been given this year.

We appreciate the splendid work of Miss Latchem, and Miss Tally.

"MA SWEET"
The majority of the players have been given during the assembly period. One of the best entertainments presented at that time was the program given by the Sweet Students. Cass

Ma Sweet: Roxy Latchem Amfry Aas, Annalee Belford, Millie Thomas Cornelia Cordelia

Dorothy Searle

Dorothy Bollath

Elizabeth Elia

Alley Calvert

Frances Fidera

Katherine Horack

Jocelin-Gad-A-Bast

Bebka Ashleif

Each of the seven scenes plays: Amfry Aas to Glutam-Gad-A-Bast possessed some marvelous talent, either among musical, literary or conversational lines. Ma Bebka, herself, proved a great source of entertainment in announcing the numbers, and taking part in the performances as accompanist or leader. If Ma Bebka ask us if we enjoined their program we would reply, without a doubt, “Yes, Ma Sweet.”

PLAYS PRESENTED

Miss Helen Redy, our languages instructor, has done much to add to the pleasure of the students through all this high school, or the presentation of the play in the streets. During the session of the Latin conference, a play entitled "Conspiracy" was given by the Latin class. The theme was laid in Rome during Catallina’s conspiracy.

Cast: Catallina, leader of Conspiracy Millien Hive Conspirators: Larea Alice Devas Collegium Florence Duff Cyclayton Cynics Caeus Cassius Cardinals Bebka Dutt Philander, servant to Larea

Harrison Craig

IOWA CASH MARKET
Poster, May 20, 1921

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

IOWA CASH MARKET
Corner of Dubuque St. and Iowa Ave.

FOR YOUR PICNIC SUPPLIES

Served Cleverly

Ada Keole

Ceee, the unusual

Edith Cooper

Cally, friendly to Clever

Robert Charfins

Vil 3, friends of Clever

Alice Davis and Sue Smith

Fine effects were produced by the use of costumes made by the students, consisting of togas, cloaks, senator’s helments, crowns, swords, and shoes.

Good light effects were secured through use of status and Roman furniture, while lighting effects added much to the general impression of the scenes.

"The Conspiracy" proved a market success from the very beginning, and later before the Latin conference where it attracted much attention.

In the teaching of foreign languages the presentation of plays is not only an added interest and attraction for the student but there is a practical value in securing conciseness and fluency.

In addition to the play given in Latin "Blue Beards" was given for the assembly by the French class.

The characters were dressed in the style of Latin IV and RA was added to the stimulation of student interest, and amusing pieces of furniture. Good light effects were secured to make the ghost-play particularly weird and awesomely.
For the Irish flight.

EASTMAN RACKS
AT NEW PRICES
Eastman Films
FRESH STOCK
Every Article
Guaranteed
Perfect

Graduation Gift Bouquets
Next to her diploma, the girl graduate measures her happiest gifts in the number of flower arrangements that are sent her.

The Opera Confectionery
CANDIES, ICE CREAM
CIGARS AND LUNCHES

TONY L. MARLAS
Iowa City, Iowa

Telephone Black 501
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WITH SOME SCHOOL WRITERS

Portraits
A portrait seems so friendly, when it follows me over. Each little movement made by me To all or walk or rise.

It seems less like a dance of paint On canvas back of glass, Bow back and blood, more animate To watch me as I pass.

Then on an evening all alone I rest in rocking chair. With only me and portrait alone I like to have them there.

I think of all the faces wear That watch me as I look And have company to spare So friendly in each back.

Millie Paul, South Grad.

THE MAD DOG

Enoch Cam of Fort Worth, (Fort Worth's Alberta Paul), Florence Hardin, (Fort Worth's Alice Raiford), John Johns, Eide Mith and student 8, 20, 1921.

Made from thistles found at mid-night In a grave yard by the moonlight. This was an old old story When all magic ruled in glory.

Wondered I how light and airy Would be well of ninths fairy, Something very fine and subtle Would come off from a fairy shuttle.

Gonerill wore like flowery peals twined together with little cobweb. As I everward wondered To myself I ever pondered How few would be an elfin's knitting

When around me began flitting Little snowflakes whirling, whirling. All about me falling, swirling. They fell like stars from far above And lay upon my dark, warm lap, And I surprised in each could see Some little elfin's embroidery.

Rachel Foraker To

The Cabin in the Woods

Alice K. Paul, Ninth Grade

It was a very plain cabin in a typical Colorado pine grove, and the inexpensive of its lumber was amusing. To begin with, the pine grove was full of Friday, quizzar's, red squirrels, which were forever scurrying over the cabin roof in an effort to secret pine cones and dimin- ish my early morning slumber. The pine-cones and needles carpeted the ground. The dog, just about thick enough to defeat any temptation on my part to go barefoot.

The cabin was nothing but a few frames stuck together, with enough holes left in the roof to admit plenty of light. On rainy days it was necessary to hold an umbrella over my head when I was under any of those openings. The furniture consisted of a folding bed, a cot, a table, a chair, a tidy camp stool covered from under the bedding, and a box which I pulled around as another seat. At three of us occupied this shed, the box had to be folded against the wall before we had standing room on the floor. A small chafing dish on the wall served to hold the few dishes we shambled--or rather, had--while a wood stove was our only source of comfort when, as frequently happened, the tableaus spattered on the roof. But how much fun we had there!

We spent as much time as possible outdoors, because we had as little room inside. In spite of the winter conveniences I have mentioned, we spent a month sampling in this rustic manner, and as I think of it now, we derived as much pleasure from the things we lacked as from the things we had.

Fairy Embroidery
One a witch to story laid
One fair princess; so she fancied
To wear for seven brothers--Snow-white sweats--soft downy covers

Something very fine

The University of Chicago

There's a Good Meal Waiting
For You at the
Merchant's Lunch Room
210 East State
Clean and Quick Service
"You get what you like and you what you get it."

For Good Hardware
Go to
Lenoch & Cilek
East Washington Street

(continued on page 7)
ADVANTAGES OF UNIVERSITY

A few of the advantages at the command of the University High students are summed up in this column.

They are not so much a matter of pride or boasting as just plain reasons of fact. Being a part of a great university, University High has the good things which come with such a caring for the
Edited in chief Anna Hinrichs
Asst. editor I S. Smith
Rec. Manager Robert Davis
Asst. Rec. M an. Deventer Winkler
Athletic editor Robert Coxe
Correspondent Grace Chamber
Faculty Advisor Dr. M. Y. Mofett
Senior Editor Edith Crone
Junior Editor Oliver Foreman
Sophomore Allen Raffert
Freshmen W. Elmore Grimes

Physical education is without credit. Pupils are allowed to take gymnastics and physical education, and only a part of their instruction is given toward a scholarship. Other subjects will be offered if demanded by ten or more students. The school meets all the accepted standards for governing high school work. A pupil is permitted to take only two subjects during any one semester. Classes are held in the school building. A new experimental building has been planned.

THE SUMMER SESSION

Advantages of summer school for high school students are obvious. The summer school provides a large number of those students who have been enrolled for the course but have been interrupted by illness or other causes. It makes it possible for them to complete the course in a shorter period. It enables students who are required to absent themselves from school during the regular term to begin the regular classes.

FOOTBALL TEAM


Gardens

Today and Tomorrow

“THE KID’S PAL”

Starting Sunday

All Comedy Show

BUNTY PULLS THE STRINGS

taken from the famous stage farce

Also Christie Comedy

“RED HOT LOVE”
A SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY

THE ONLY REAL COMEDY OF THE YEAR

Promotional Offers for University Students...
You're getting the costliest finished and unfinished worsted and serges, patterns that are fashion pace-setters; distinguished Dunster checks and plaids, English herringbone weaves that are taking the eastern University centers by storm, smart "fade-away" stripes, new tans and grays.

Three famous makers tailored them for us in the very newest 1921 models; they lined them with the finest alpaca mohair linings; they're a quality you'd have paid $60 $65 $70 for a few months ago; we bought them on a very close margin and are selling them the same way; suit values we guarantee will save you money at $40.

Nowhere in the state will you find such an array of suits in Dunster checks and plaids, herringbone weaves, stripes and new plaines at $40

Other strong values in suits at $30 $35 to $65

Armstrong Clothing Co.
Cedar Rapids, IOWA